
ESSAY QUESTIONS ESSAY

The essay questions have been reworded and are organised under common topics and essay types. IELTS often use
the similar topics for their essays but.

What are the effects of marijuana on the brain? Do not write your essay in this booklet. Prompt 2: Learning
from obstacles. Describe a topic, idea, or concept you find so engaging that it makes you lose all track of time.
How does advertising affect the body image of men? In your essay, you should demonstrate that you have read
the passage carefully, present a clear and logical analysis, and use language precisely. A debatable essay must
focus on the critical issue which leads to the global conflicts. The essays have been typed exactly as each
student wrote his or her essay, without corrections to spelling, punctuation, or paragraph breaks. How
important is it to "eat the rainbow? Describe a problem you've solved or a problem you'd like to solve. Is
adding connectivity of our home devices helpful or not? Why do you want to attend this school? Don't just
summarize the plot; detail why you enjoyed this particular text and what it meant to you. It can be one you've
already written, one that responds to a different prompt, or one of your own design. Select a question an
answer to which is still unknown to many people. Avoid the urge to pen an ode to a beloved figure like
Gandhi or Abraham Lincoln. Scores for the samples provided below were assigned on a scale according to the
redesigned SAT Essay Scoring Rubric. Some students have a background, identity, interest, or talent so
meaningful they believe their application would be incomplete without it. You may read how to format
academic papers in APA here. Which fast food restaurant serves the best food? Are video games bad for kids?
Should schools move to having online classes in high school? Prompt 5: Personal growth. As with all essay
questions, the most important thing is to tell a great story: how you discovered this activity, what drew you to
it, and what it's shown you about yourself. What is the best way to take notes in classes? Pay attention to the
rumours.


